
 
 

 

Loading Produce 

 

 Everyone knows that you MUST get a trailer wash-out before loading. Follow these steps to prevent a claim. 
 (Remember: When you sign BOL’s, YOU are signing for Count & Condition) 

 

1. Get Dispatch from Booker  (If anything is different from this point forward - CALL Dispatch) 
2. Confirm Pick-Up #, Counts, and Temp as well as Delivery info. with Customer / Broker. 
3. Check into Shipper - confirm counts and temps, and pre-cool trailer 
4. Get onto the Dock before loading, and get PULP-Temps from actual product.  Also examine Product for any quality issues. 
● In order to get accurate pulp-temps, you must probe actual product from different pallets / positions in load. 
● IF you are NOT allowed on the dock, you MUST call dispatch, and notate on BOL’s before signing. 
5. While they are loading be sure they are NOT leaving gaps.  If you see it - STOP them and call if they won’t fix.  
● All Loads should be loaded either TURNED or PINWHEELED - DO NOT allow them to load STRAIGHT (see illustration) 
6.   If pallets are “loose” request shrink-wrapp.  Be sure to use at least 2 load-locks (3+ is always better when load is 6’ or taller)  
7.   REMEMBER: You are the first line of defense when it comes down to preventing a claim.  
Always get Pulp Temps to protect yourself from a temp claim due to warm product being loaded. 
(If product is warmer or cooler by 3 or more degrees call dispatch - and notate on BOL’s) 
Always call dispatch if any Temp differs from what dispatch instructed you (Dispatch vs. Broker vs. BOL) 
If you have any concerns or questions about product loading issues, product quality, temps, or delivery - CALL DISPATCH. 
 

                                                                  STOP - NO              Good - Go              Good - Go 

 

Pallets are 40” x 48”.  If loaded “Straight”, there is a 18+or- inch Gap for product to shift, lean, fall and cause damage 
 

*Do you know why Booker runs ALL Produce on Continuous….  Due to Reefer Temp Variances;  Start Stop mode can vary +or- 8 degrees while Continuous mode +or- 3 degrees 
There is 85% chance YOU will cause a claim on Produce if ran on Start-Stop - Is a Hundreds or Thousands of dollars claim worth a few bucks saved in fuel… NO 


